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The predictive braking technology is one of the extensions of SCAB that focuses on

integrating autonomous braking systems with the outside world. The current technology

that Honda Inc. is working on involves the repetitive monitoring of the state of traffic

lights at different time intervals, i.e. red to green. The on-board radar systems receives

the data which then advises the driver to adjust speed according to the distance of the

vehicle from the traffic lights and the final predicted state of the traffic lights. The issues of

this design, however, is that it does not take it into account such as thinking time of the

driver, pedestrian safety and neighboring vehicle. In relatable terms, the data that the on-

board system provides enables the drives of each individual vehicles the decision making

capability i.e., whether or not to slow down at the coming intersection or to floor the gas

pedal to skip the red. The uncertainty raised due to subjective and individual decision

making in systems that solely depends on uniformity, such as road transport, opens up a

wide range of possibilities for undesirable circumstances. For instance, different vehicles at

different points from the intersection will suggest different speeds. If the signal were to

turn green in a few seconds, the vehicle further behind will have higher speed suggested

than the vehicle that is closer to the signal. The relative positioning of these vehicles will

cause rear – ended collisions. In addition to that, the individual mindset of every driver

would be to skip the intersection as soon as possible, thus, the suggestion of speed and

the countdown of the traffic signal would incentivize drivers to move faster and to make it

before time runs out, endangering pedestrian safety and increasing the risk of accidents.

Conversely, if the driver choses to brake too close to the traffic signal and too fast, there

will be phenomenal energy loss to the surroundings.

The technology that we are proposing takes into account all these variables and acts

concurrently with autonomous braking to reduce speeds at a safe distance to maximize

efficiency. The network that V-V establishes connects all vehicles that are approaching the

intersection and systematically addresses each of the vehicles and not only suggest what

speed each of the vehicles should travel at, but also autonomously interfere, if need be,

ultimately increasing fuel economy by a staggering 10%.

Regenerative braking with Eddy current brakes

Vehicle - Vehicle Communication

The core of the proposed smart braking technology is the implementation of vehicle - vehicle communication systems, seen in autonomous vehicles, in traditional

vehicles. Most of the ideas such as object proximity sensors and collision warning systems already exist. The current state of technology, however, fails to realize

that the efficiency of moving traffic lies in understanding it as a collective body than as individual parts. The crux of this concept is constructing a massive network

of all vehicles travelling in close proximity. The V-V technology enables transfer of crucial data such as speeds, distance, proximity of the vehicle to other vehicles

and objects that surround it. As a result, each vehicle, by itself, has a dynamic mapping of its environment enabling them to respond to changes that’s several

times quicker than the drivers’ response. The V-V brings us close to a future that is connected, smarter and faster than ever before.

The V-V coupled with autonomous and regenerative braking, will be smart enough to assess emergency braking in vehicles ahead of its own, alerting drivers of a

possible braking scenario. This enables them to decelerate relatively slower than having to brake suddenly because of emergency braking, thus avoiding the

possibility of a shockwave slowdown of traffic which increases commute time by three to four minutes on average. Should the driver fail to respond in time, the

autonomous braking system will decelerate the vehicle maximizing braking efficiency. This essentially reduces the probability of inefficient emergency braking

which also increases driving comfort in addition to smoother, streamlined traffic.
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5.8% of energy is dissipated during normal braking! 

The market segment of autonomous and regenerative braking system is growing within the automotive

industry. Most papers that exist concerning efficient regenerative braking systems and the limitations of

conventional braking systems, e.g. disc-braking, do not account for incorporating Vehicle-to-Vehicle

technology (V-V). V-V involves wireless communication by means of on-board radar receivers and

transmitters which exchange crucial data such as speed, distance, braking time etc. Generally, the emphasis

is put solely on regenerative braking systems on individual vehicles, to address the 5.8% (on average) of

energy lost during braking. However, current regenerative braking systems can only be applied on the

wheels where there is direct transmission, i.e. for a rear wheel drive vehicle, the regenerative braking effect

can only be used on the rear disc brakes, thereby resulting in non-uniform braking. Furthermore, the

regenerative braking systems are not implemented to consider a network of vehicles but focus on individual

vehicle efficiency. This paper focuses on a novel concept outlining how autonomous and regenerative

braking systems coupled with electro-magnetic braking technology ensures a more uniform braking effect

within the vehicle and ensure maximized regenerated energy usage and discuss the implementation of V-V

technology to ensure a network of vehicles have real-time crucial data feedback to ensure smooth traffic.

This would save vehicle owners approximately 1.9 million gallons of fuel lost due to inefficient braking and

save costs of infrastructure remodeling e.g. construction of highways.

This paper explains how to implement V-V technology as extensions of current smart braking technologies.

Green Wave Braking technology developed by Honda Inc. involves the repetitive monitoring of the state of

traffic lights at different time intervals, i.e. red to green. The on-board radar systems receives the data which

then advises the driver to adjust speed according to the distance of the vehicle from the traffic lights and

the final predicted state of the traffic lights. Although it addresses the issue of reducing excessive energy

dissipation by sudden/heavy braking, it does not address the issues of human thinking time, pedestrian

safety and awareness of neighboring vehicles. By implementing the concept of Green Wave Braking as an

autonomous system (Predictive braking), it eradicates variable human thinking time and by means of V-V

technology, ensure the entire network of vehicles can monitor individual vehicle behavior and thereby result

in more efficient traffic management. By implementing electro-magnetic braking in current regenerative

braking models, it would result in lower energy dissipation. The means of regenerated energy is identical to

current models. However, the regenerated energy is sent to a secondary battery that provides energy for

electro-magnetic braking which works in conjunction with disc brakes in the most efficient way. The electro-

magnetic braking system is executed in 3 stages; opposite regeneration, dynamic braking and concurrent

regeneration. This ensures smooth, frictionless braking with lesser stopping distance.

As with many technology propositions, there are certain limitations to this technology. The implementation

of V-V technology in vehicles from different manufacturers would be a concern in addition to the costs of

remodeling vehicles to have regenerative autonomous electro-magnetic braking.

The means of collecting regenerated energy from regular disc brakes is identical to current models.

The main difference being that the regenerated energy is sent to a secondary battery that provides

energy for electro-magnetic braking which works in conjunction with disc brakes in the most efficient

way. The electrical energy received from the secondary power source goes to the electro-magnets

which induces a current opposite to the motion of the disc connected to the wheel (by virtue of Lenz’s

law). The electro-magnetic braking system is connected to all four wheels in the vehicle thereby

ensuring the regenerated energy can be uniformly applied for braking. Also because electro-magnetic

braking technology involves no contact, it eradicates energy losses through friction and makes the disc

materials more durable. Further, electro-magnetic brakes are most efficient at high speeds and stop

the vehicle almost immediately, thereby reducing stopping distance leading to enhanced safety.

Source: http://telematicsnews.info/2014/10/21/infographic-counting-the-future-cost-of-gridlock_o5215/


